High Altitude Balloon Experiments as Gateway to Space.
Educational program for space biology and space medicine in the stratosphere.
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Introduction
There are many reasons, why people fly their HABs to the stratosphere. In this project we focused on this people, who
want to develop and work in aerospace - field found both in science and industry, which is one of the most rapidly
developing branch in world’s economy. In a few years we will develop cheap flights to space, we will start colonisation of
the Moon, we will travel for holidays to “USS-Enterprise" - like destinations on the orbit. Amazing future BUT…we have
to create a proper cadre of well-educated people, who can transform dreams of our civilisation into prospering and safe
reality. In this report we show evidence, that properly prepared stratospheric mission appears as a significant
achievement, which shapes CVs of young pupils, students and even matured scientists. Such achievements open
multiple door, which usually are closed for people outside the hermetic world of aerospace industry. Such achievements
count also during recruitment processes for European Space Agency, aerospace universities and aerospace companies.
For scientists, properly prepared stratospheric missions open new financing possibilities and develop new subjects,
expand the university offer into totally new dimension. For our careers, stratospheric missions were gateway to space.
Now we want to share this opportunity in a form of educational program presented below.

Development of the education program
The idea was evolving with us, because first we needed empiric evidence, that such education program may work. We
were agile - all different in different time and space dimensions of relativity. However, we all liked to do something
extraordinary and share our passion with others. Despite different specialities, we all loved space and dreamed about
how to be closer to this mysterious, deep and full of questions environment. The easiest and cheapest way was to fly 30
km high above our heads. After we learned how to do this, we started to engage young school pupils (13-15 years old).
In 2014 we performed two experiments using standard yeasts: one HAB mission during the day, and second (same day)
at night to get reference data without UV. Next, we took a special yeasts to produce tasty lager beer, which we multiplied
after the stratospheric flight, weighed and served in the House of Beer in Kraków, Poland. Many people have come and
listened about our balloon flight before stratospheric beer degustation. Our teammate, who weighed a beer, became
famous and wrote several articles about his “space beer.” For us it was a triggering factor to create educational program.
We decided to organise missions with concrete aim to help people (including us), to bring them closer to space. In 2015
we had one mission for gymnasium pupils for the purpose of the Google Fair [1] and Explory Contest [2]. Two other
missions were student projects, among them tests for European Space Agency BEXUS Project [3] and of course for the
Global Space Balloon Challenge. In 2016 we continued student experiments. Some of us wanted to work for space
agency and because of designed experiments performed in near-space environment - we got a job of dreams! While we
were in ESA, we did not fly because our duties did not allow for that, however after finishing our internships, we have
returned with professional knowledge. Now we fly with scientists. The focus is always put on space biology and space
medicine for its huge potential in human spaceflight studies. In 2020 we plan to implement regular flights for 3
various groups of interest: (1) high school kids who want to apply for aerospace studies, (2) for students, who
want to realise their engineer, licentiate, master and doctoral theses, (3) for scientists, who want to run their
experiments in the stratosphere.

Fig.1. Development of educational program for space biology and space medicine experiments in the stratosphere
expressed by a number of performed HAB flights. Each blue circle corresponds to a single successful mission. Black
circle designates a night balloon mission (the first such night balloon mission in Poland).

PAMELA mission contribution
PAMELA mission is the third mission participating in GSBC. Two others: mission JADE [4] and mission LEO3 [5] were
student projects, which both won 1st prize in the best scientific experiment category in GSBC 2015 and GSBC 2016
respectively. PAMELA mission supports education program by two innovations: (1) a new thermal capsule for professional
biological and medical experiments, (2) mission realised together with scientists. Name PAMELA comes from Plant,
Aranae (Latin name for spiders) and Microorganisms Exposure to Light Activity in Near Space Environment. The general
design of the capsule is presented below:

Fig. 2. The thermal, hermetic capsule for PAMELA mission is enriched with chemical heaters (warming up also in
vacuum), environmental sensors and cameras. Experimental modules are faced toward the sun. Biological samples are
located in standardised and sterile Nest cell culture plates (96, 24, 15 or 6 wells per plate depending on need) [6], what
allows easy preparation of experimental setup and comparable analysis in laboratory conditions. Three repetitions of
single experiment are mounted on 3 different capsule walls. The fourth wall of the capsule is isolated from sunlight, used
as control. Flight view from the PAMELA 1 mission launched on 20.04.2019 is visualised on the right side.

PAMELA
Experiments

People
involved

Materials

Methods

Tested hypothesis

Plant

1 PhD

Barley Hordeum vulgate
Arabidopsis Arabidopsis
thaliana,
Mutants in CBP20 (CapBinding Protein 20):
hvcbp20.ab and atcbp20

RT-qPCR

Genes related to abiotic
stress response including
drought are activated
under space conditions.
Evolutionary context

Aranae

1 professor, 2
research
assistants

Spiders, cocoons and spider
net of Steatoda grossa and
Parasteatoda tepidariorum
(Theridiidae)

TEM, SEM, SCGE,
flow cytometry,

Cellular stress responses
to the short-term UV, and
cosmic radiation
exposure will increase
significantly.

Microorganisms

1 PhD

10 bacteria and 1 yeast strain.
Additionally Gram-positive:
Lactobacillus plantarum (DSM
20174), Staphylococcus aureus
(DSM 799) and Gram-negative:
Escherichia coli (DSM 1103)
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Spectrophotometry,
MARA software

Membrane phospholipid
fatty acids of four
bacterial strains will be
used as a stress marker,
evaluated based on the
PLFA method (Kaur et al.,
2005)

2 PhD

Specially processed
nanocellulose from Kombucha

Dosimetry

Kombucha nanocellulose
may shield radiation.

Scientific experiments launched in the PAMELA mission are characterised in the table above. They are divided into 3
subsections corresponding to the type of biological samples. Only bacteria and nanocellulose do not require constant
temperature conditions. Plants and especially spiders need room temperature to survive. PAMELA mission will bring 4
publications in relevant scientific journals, what is very important for scientists. For us, the most important is development
and testing of the new capsule, which supports life in the stratosphere and which allows to perform biological and
medical experiments in constant temperature conditions.

Payload fleet critical for reduction of mission costs
Biological experiments are tricky considering number of repetitions, number of samples and number of reference
samples. In general: more data we have - better statistical power we get, the chance for publishing increases. The
cheapest way to obtain as much data as possible in a single stratospheric flight is to use optimised reusable payload
fleet. Actually, we designed and tested in the stratosphere 3 reusable capsules (Fig.3), which are our fleet for biological
and medical experiments. Capsules were specially designed to minimise costs of single balloon mission, which now is
200 $. Since we usually launch several capsules during one flight, the mission cost decreases even more, below 100$ per
flight! This amount of money covers costs of HAB balloon and transport for T&R team. Capsule, electronics, telemetry,
cameras and parachute are reusable. The most expensive part of the budget: preparation of biological samples and their
analysis after the flight, is covered by university and/or sponsors.

Fig.3. Three types of biological/medical payload modules: the Light capsule allows to carry 150 x 2 ml eppendorf
samples. Material closed in eppendorf is sterile and hermetic, however it is exposed to temperature and radiation. It is
perfect for experiments on bacteria, yeast, viruses, vitamins, proteins, hormones, neurotransmitters. Thermal capsule was
designed for more advanced organisms such plants and animals (invertebrates), or sensitive cell cultures, which require
stable thermal conditions. Thermal capsule allows to test the largest amount of samples depending on the type of cell
culture plates and amount of biological material inserted. The last model is 3D printed, interestingly - designed not by
humans but by artificial intelligence. It crushes at the end, but biological material and electronics are protected by
specially designed external parts of the capsule which absorb the force of impact during landing.

People involvement
We are very serious about involvement in the project. Teams are small. Each of us has well defined roles and
responsibilities characterised in the mission manual, which is written altogether specifically for each project. Experiment
results are shared with society using internet, social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube), radio and television.
We also present results on scientific and space conferences as well as during invited lectures. This all is important to
inspire people, who want to fly with us. In a summary table below, a number of people involved (including the audience),
and mission effectiveness are described. We use simple but strong, black and white criteria for mission success. Its
effectiveness should be approved by winning competitions, gaining acceptance for oral presentation on the International
Aeronautical Congress (and other types of serious space conferences), getting a dream job or a dream studies,
positively reviewed manuscripts and - of course, publications, which bring a progress in human spaceflight studies.
Effectiveness is not only related with a sparkling success. Very often we learn more from our failures, which are not listed
in this report. “Smooth seas never made a skilled sailor” - we say at those moments of shame.

Year

Mission

People
involved

Effectiveness

2014 Pan Stanisław
Project

100
(14 adults)

Gymnasium kids were inspired to learn maths, physics, chemistry and
biology, actually went to DELFT university in Netherlands to study aerospace
engineering

2014 Space Beer

300

All participants listened about the mission and experiment

2015 JADE1,2,3

12

Global Space Balloon Challenge 1st Prize, Scientific Publication [7],
presentation on IAC in Jerusalem, Google Fair regional winner, Explory
Contest distinction, 1 person got a job in ESA

2016 LEO1,2,
ELFHunters

30

Global Space Balloon Challenge 1st Prize, Scientific Publication [8],
presentation in European Space Agency, 2 people got a job in ESA

2019 PAMELA 1,2,3

7

No data yet, estimated 4 scientific publications

How do we educate?
Our role is non-profit help in organisation of missions by giving our teammates as much freedom as possible. We share
our capsules, inform about the stratospheric environment, biological stress and technical issues related with planned
flight. We prepare initial draft of the mission manual, recover the payload and help in data analysis. We run pre-flight
testing, and help in post-flight outreach activities and publishing.

$$
47

Program architecture
Described educational program is divided into three groups sorted by scientific initiation: high school pupils, students
and scientists. We have already tested all pathways, where PAMELA mission is the third one. It takes usually 6 months to
prepare experimental HAB mission, but it can be shorter for projects, which are already ongoing at universities.
Communication within the group is facilitated by organised meetings; first we organise a kick-off meeting followed by
webinars and remote work on shared draft of mission manual. Then we meet to integrate all subsystems and make a
preflight testing. Finally, we wait for a proper flight window and meet back at launch.

Conclusion: Presented education program is focused on space biology and space medicine experiments, which are
crucial for development of safe human spaceflight and space tourism. Near-space environment is appropriate for
multiple pilot studies before testing on the orbit and beyond. Considering huge potential and relatively low costs of such
experiments, stratosphere appears as gateway to space.
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Suplementary material from Pamela mission:

